
                                            Qrup 161/ 161a/ 121/ Q111/ 131/ 101a/ 141/ 151/ 101 

1.Choose the correct variant. 

     She gave a ...to the old lady. 

     A) glass of water    B) glasses of water     C) water of glass   

     D) glass water       E) the glass of water 

 

2. Choose the correct variant. 

      If you want some meat you must go to the ... . 

A) butcher’s    B) butchers   C) baker’s   D) the butchers’  E) bakers’ 

 

3.Choose the correct sentence with the noun in the Genetive Case. 

     A)This boy’s  a friend of my brother’s      B)The weather’s very cold today 

     C)Let’s go to the cinema tonight                D)He’s got a lot of interesting books 

     E)That’s all I know about it 

 

4.Choose the line of nouns in the plural 

      A)statesmen/ greens/ feet/ editors-in-chief      B)news/ scissors/ goods/ voices 

      C)pen-friends/ floor/ cattle/ people                  D)business/flour/ sugar/ industry 

      E)classes/ German/ men-servants/ engineers 

 

5.Choose the correct variant. 

      A)women’s shop         B) womens’ shop    C) womans’ shop 

      D)a shop of woman     E) women shop 

 

6.Choose the nouns in the singular 

      A) goose, ox             B) mouse, feet      C) ox, children  

      D) women, tooth      E) deer, mice 

 

7.Choose the correct plural nouns 

1.sheeps   2. men-drivers   3. roofs  4. knives   

5. wives      6. goose    7. wolfs 

A) 2,3,5    B) 1,3,5      C) 2,4,6      D) 3,5,7   E)2,5,7 

 

8.Choose the line of nouns 

     1.game, dress, strong 

     2.week, green, year 

     3.strength, town, head 

     4.accident, ice-cream, word 

     5.usually, space, distance 

     A)3,4     B) 2,3    C) 4,5    D) 1,5   E) 1,2 

 

9.Choose the nouns in the plural 

1.news     2. oil    3. socks    4.trousers     

5. danger    6. light      7. postmen 

A) 3,4,7    B) 1,4,7     C) 1,5,6     D) 2,3,6    E) 2,3,5 

 

10. Choose the correct sentence with the plural noun 

A)Those two women are afraid of  mice 

      B)Those two woman are afraid of  mice 

      C)That two women are afraid  of  mice 

 D)Those two womans are afraid of  mouse 



      E)That two womans are afraid of  mice 

 

11. Choose the correct form 

Whose gloves are they? They’re ... . 

     A) Mary’s     B) to Mary   C) of  Mary      D) Maries    E) Mary 

 

12. Choose the noun 

A)shadow     B) shallow   C) narrow   D) borrow  E) allow 

 

13. Choose the correct variant 

This farmer has 10 goats and 10 ... . 

      A)sheep      B) sheeps    C) sheep’s     D) sheeps’    E) sheepes 

 

14. Choose the correct  pronoun 

Anar and I washed ... hands. 

     A)our      B) us     C) hers   D) we  E) it 

 

15. Choose the correct  pronoun 

 Look at those books. Are ... yours? 

A)they      B) this    C) that     D) it    E) she 

 

16. Choose the correct  pronoun 

 ... are a good swimmer. 

A)you     B) you and they    C) he    D) we    E) she 

 

17. Choose the correct  pronoun 

It is ... dog. 

A)my     B) mine   C) you    D) they    E) he 

 

18. Choose the correct  pronoun 

 ... room is not comfortable. 

A)their    B) mine   C) myself   D) ourselves   E) me 

 

19. Choose the correct  pronoun 

You can use ... umbrella if ... is broken. 

A)my/yours    B) my/our   C) her/him  D) mine/yours   E) their/them 

 

20. Choose the correct  pronoun 

 ... is a good friend of ... . 

A)he/mine    B) she/my   C) he/our    D) we/hers    E) he/her 

 

21. Choose the correct  pronoun 

The door is open, please shut ... . 

A)it     B) them    C) it’s    D) they    E) its 

 

22. Choose the correct  pronoun 

There were a lot of mistakes in my test. My teacher explained ... one by one. 

A)them     B) it’s    C) it    D) they     E) its  

 

23. Choose the correct  pronoun 

The tree will soon drop ... . 

A)its leaves   B) it’s leaves   C) their leaves   D) it’s leave   E) its leafs 



 

24. Choose the correct  pronoun 

... flowers are red, but ... flowers are yellow. So they aren’t ... colour. 

     A)These/ those/ the same 

B)This/ that/ the same 

C)These/ those/ same 

D)These/ those/ not a same 

E)These/ this/ a same 

 

25. Choose the correct variant 

... is my home town and ... building over there is my old school. 

     A)This,that    B) these,that   C) that,those    D) those,that    E) that,this 

 

26. Choose the correct  variant 

 ... house over there is ... 

1.This,his 

2.Those,her 

3.That,theirs 

4.These,mine 

5.That,his 

A)3,5    B) 1,4    C) 2,5    D)3,4    E) 2,4 

 

27. Choose the correct  variant 

At ... time last year ... trees in the garden were full of birds’ nests. 

A)This, these   B) that, this   C) those, these   D) these, these   E) those, those 

 

28. Match the parts of  the  sentences. 

1.Who lives in ... house over there?      a) this 

2.Look at ... birds in the sky.                 b) that 

3.Excuse me, is ... seat free?                  c) those 

A)1-b,2-c,3-a       B) 1-b,2-a,3-c     C) 1-a,2-c,3-b 

D)1-a,2-b,3-c       E) 1-c,2-a,3-b 

 

29. Choose the correct  pronouns 

The policeman  showed the way to the strangers. 

     A)he, them     B) he, him    C) she, them    D) he, they    E) we, ours 

 

30. Choose the correct  pronoun 

My sister is taller than ... . 

     A)me    B) he    C) I    D) my    E) myself  

 

31. Choose the correct  pronouns 

10 ’clock is too late for the little ones. 

A)it, them    B) it, theirs   C) he, us   D) she, they    E) it, they 

 

      32. Choose the correct  variant 

It was getting ... and it was ... cold. 

     A)dark,terribly        B) darkly,terribly    C) dark,terrible   

D)darker,terrible     E) darkest,terribly 

 

      33. Choose the correct variant 

Josefina speaks the Arabic language very ... , she can be a ... interpreter. 



     A)well,good     B) better,good     C) fluent,better    

D) good,well     E) best,good 

 

34. Choose the correct  variant 

Alan, walk ... , your ... walk makes me get angry. 

A)quickly,slow      B) quickly, quickly    C) quickly,slowly 

D)slow, quickly     E) a little slowly,quick 

 

35. Choose the correct  variant 

My car is going ... . 

A)slowly    B) bad   C) slow   D) good    E) very 

 

36. Choose the correct  variant 

He plays the piano ... than his father 

A)badly   B) good    C) bad     D) better    E) well 

 

37. Choose the correct  variant 

There is nothing in the bag. It is... . 

1.empty    2.full of  books    3.too light    4.so heavy    5.hard to lift 

A) 1,3     B) 2,5     C) 3,4     D) 1,5     E) 2,4 

 

38. Choose the correct  adverb. 

If you work ... , you will be successful. 

A)hard    B) hardly    C) the hardly   D) more harder   E) the hardest 

 

39. Choose the correct  variant 

A)terribly cold      B) terrible cold   C) terribly badly 

D) cold terribly      E) terrible badly 

 

40. Choose the correct  variant 

 ... and ... pupils can’t be successful at all. 

A)Lazy,irresponsible 

B)Hard-working,rude 

C)Polite,diligent 

D)Noble,bored 

E)Brave,gloomy 

 

41. Choose the correct adjectives 

A desert is a ... and ... area. 

1.dry,hot     2.rich,fruitful    3.rainy,humid    4.sandy,barren 

A) 1,4     B) 3,4    C) 1,2    D) 2,3   E) 1,3 

 

42. Choose the correct adjectives 

I am ... that mother has recovered from her illness. 

1.glad      2.gloomy    3.happy     4.sad 

A) 1,3    B) 1,2    C) 2,3    D) 3,4    E) 1,4 

 

43. Choose the correct  variant 

The soup tasted ... , so no one wanted to eat it. 

A)strangely    B) tasty    C) horrible    D) delicious   E) beautifully 

 

44. Choose the line of adjectives 



A)Exciting, marvellous, attractive 

B)Safety, nice, weather 

C)Lovely, solidarity, thankful 

D)Long, view, dusty 

E)American, selfish, reference 

 

45. Choose the correct adjectives 

Those oranges look ... . Can I have one? 

1.eatable    2.naughty    3.handsome    4.fresh 

A) 1,4     B) 2,4      C) 1,2    D) 1,3      E) 2,3 

 

46. Choose the correct preposition 

Where do they come ... ? 

A)from    B) of    C) in     D) under     E) on 

 

47. Choose the correct preposition 

It’s cold today. Don’t  go out ... coat. 

A)without    B) with    C) by    D) at    E) in 

 

48. Choose the correct preposition 

I am waiting ... you now. 

A)for    B) to    C) at    D) over    E) off 

 

49. Choose the correct preposition 

She was born ... the 3rd of April ... Baku. 

A)on/in    B) for/by     C) from/by      D) by/from      E) in/on 

 

50. Choose the correct preposition 

We sometimes listen ... the radio or watch ... TV. 

A)to/-     B) of/on    C) on/to     D) -/to    E) to/on 

 

51. Choose the correct preposition 

 The museum will be open ... half past seven ... five o’clock. 

A)from/till    B) at/of     C) of/until    D) to/past   E) till/at 

 

52. Choose the correct preposition 

Ali will arrive ... 6 o’clock ... Monday. He has been away ... last week. 

A)at/on/since    B) at/in/since    C) at/on/from     D) at/on/ -   E) by/on/from    

 

53. Choose the correct preposition 

You will find the poem ... page 16. 

A)on     B) of    C) to    D) with     E) over 

 

54. Choose the correct preposition 

 I shall call you ... seven o’clock. 

A)at    B) of    C) on    D) to    E) over 

 

55. Choose the correct preposition 

There’s a letter ... you ... the table. 

A)for/on    B) in/on    C) of/in    D) to/under    E) from/onto 

 

56. Choose the correct preposition 



Where have you been? I’ve been waiting ... you ... twenty minutes. 

A)for,for    B) with,-    C) on,for    D) for,after    E) -,in 

 

57. Choose the correct  variant 

Susie, do you work at ... ? 

    1.weekends     2. 31 of December    3. night    4.your birthday   5.the evening 

    A) 1,3     B) 2,4     C) 2,5    D) 2,3,5    E) 1,4,5 

 

58. Choose the correct  variant 

Tom’s grandmother died ... 1987 ... the age of 81. 

A) in,at    B) on,-    C) in,in    D) since,from    E) at,in 

 

59. Choose the correct  variant 

Let’s go ... home. Our parents are waiting ... us. 

A) -,for    B) at,at    C) to,for    D) in,to    E) out,on 

 

60. Choose the correct  variant 

The librarian: “ Turn... your mobile phones when you enter ... the library.” 

A)off/-    B) in/-    C) off/into    D) at/inside    E) on/into 

 

61. Choose the correct  variant 

The first Olympic Games took place ... Greece. 

A)in    B) at    C) on    D) into    E) onto 

 

62. Choose the correct  variant 

We shall go ... the cinema ... next Saturday. 

A)to/-    B) -/-    C) to/at    D) to/on    E) from/on 

 

63. Choose the correct  variant  

 ... last week I worked ... 9 p.m. ... every night. 

A)-/until/-    B) at/till/on    C) -/-/at   D) -/at/at    E) in/at/at 

 

64. Choose the correct  variant 

Our family moved to Baku in ... . 

1.1996        2.September      3.the 5th of September    

4.Sunday    5.the weekend 

A) 1,2     B) 1,3    C) 2,3    D) 3,4    E) 2,4 

 

65. Choose the correct  variant 

 Look! There ... a sheep and some goats in the yard. 

A)were    B) are    C) is    D) was    E) have 

 

66. Choose the correct  variant 

 ... the man at work? 

A)is    B) am    C) does   D) were    E) are 

 

67. Match the halves 

1.to have                a) the washing up 

2.to make               b) a cup of tea 

3.to do                    c) up one’s mind 

A) 1-b,2-c,3-a        B)1-b,2-a,3-c       C) 1-a,2-c,3-b 

D) 1-a,2-b,3-c        E) 1-c,2-b,3-a 



 

68. Choose the correct  variant 

 ... your brother at school yesterday? 

A)was    B) are   C) did    D) were   E) is 

 

69. Choose the correct  variant 

There ... a storm and rain yesterday. 

A)was     B) were    C) is    D) are    E) will be 

 

70. Choose the correct  variant 

How much ... bananas? 

A)are    B) is    C) was    D) do    E) does 

 

71. Choose the correct tense form 

... he ... to work early every day? 

A)does/go   B) did/went    C) have/gone    D) has/go    E) do/went 

 

72. Choose the correct tense form 

A candle ... its light with burning another candle. 

A)doesn’t lose    B) wasn’t lose    C) doesn’t loses     

D) don’t lose       E) didn’t lost 

 

73. Choose the correct tense form 

The British Parliament ...of  two Houses: the House of  Lords and the House of  Commons. 

A)consists    B) is consisting    C) consisting    D) consist    E) was consisting 

 

74. Choose the correct variant 

My friend always ... me the truth, but I see that she ... a lie now. 

A)tells/is telling    B) tell/tells    C) tells/tells     

D) tell/tell      E) is telling/tells 

 

75. Choose the correct tense form 

Sometimes everything ... so boring for me. 

A)becomes        B) had become    C) will become    

D) has become     E) become 

 

76. Choose the correct variant 

 Please, ... until the plane ... . 

A) don’t smoke/takes off 

B) don’t smoke/ took off 

C) don’t smoke/had taken off 

D)never smoke/ will take off 

E)not smoke/ takes off 

 

77. Choose the correct tense form  

A diamond ... much more money than gold. 

A)costs    B) is costing    C) cost    D) will costs   E) are costing    

 

78. Choose the correct variant 

She plays tennis at the sports  complex ... . 

1.every Saturday     2.twice a week   3.usually    4.always 

A) 1,2     B) 2,3    C) 2,4    D) 1,4    E) 1,3 



 

79. Choose the correct tense form 

There is a book on my desk but it ... to me. 

A)doesn’t  belong     B) isn’t belong    C) belonging 

D)belong        E) don’t  belong     

 

80. Choose the correct tense form 

The plane ... to London every Monday. 

A)flies    B) fly    C) flying    D) flown    E) flied 

 

81. Choose the correct variant 

Water ... at 0 Centigrade but it ... at 100 C. 

A)freezes/boils     B) is freezing/boiling   C) frozen/boiled 

D)freeze/boil        E) will freezing/will boiling 

 

82. Choose the correct  variant 

... he like to drive at night? 

A)does    B) do    C) shall    D) is    E) was 

 

83. Choose the correct  variant 

Sometimes she ... what the teacher ... . 

A)Understand, says 

B)Is not understanding, says 

C)Doesn’t understands, is saying 

D)Didn’t understood, says 

E)Doesn’t understand, says 

 

84. Choose the correct  variant 

My son ... both chess and football now. 

A)likes    B) like    C) doesn’t like    D) is liking   E) isn’t liking    

 

85. Choose the correct  modal verb 

If I have enough money I ... buy this coat. 

A)shall be able to      B) shall able      C) be able    

D) shall able to     E) shall be able 

 

86. Choose the correct  modal verb 

The road was so icy that she ... to work. 

A)couldn’t drive    B) doesn’t drive     C) will drive    

D) can’t drive      E) has to drive 

 

87. Choose the correct  modal verb 

When I was thirteen, I ... swim well. 

A)could    B) may    C) must     D) was able    E) am able to 

 

88. Choose the correct  modal verb 

 I think she ... attend the interview on June4. 

A)will be able to     B) is able   C) could have    

 D) need to     E) shall have to 

 

89. Choose the correct  modal verb 

When will you ... come and see us in our new house? 



A)be able to    B) should    C) must    D) have    E) can 

 

90. Choose the correct  modal verb 

Though it was dark we ... see the white ship in the distance. 

A)could     B) can     C) must     D) were able    E) have to 

 

91. Choose the correct  modal verb 

 ... I be of any service to you? 

A)can    B) be able to   C) has to    D) have to    E) had to 

 

92. Choose the correct  modal verb 

“The flat is in a good condition now, so you ... move at any time”- said the painter. 

A)can    B) couldn’t     C) could    D) haven’t    E) mayn’t 

 

93. Choose the correct  modal verb 

 ... you find him yesterday? 

A)couldn’t     B) can’t    C) can    D) must    E) may 

 

94. Choose the correct  modal verb  

I ... to help you. I’m very busy. 

A)am not able    B) couldn’t    C) can    D) can’t    E) may 

 

95. Choose the correct  modal verb 

 Hans ... to skate better than the other boys and he won the first prize. 

A)was able    B) must    C) can    D) was not able    E) could 

 

96. Choose the correct  modal verb 

It was very difficult to hear: I ... understand what she was saying. 

A)couldn’t     B) hadn’t to    C) wasn’t able    D) can’t   E) was able to  

 

     97.Choose the correct  variant 

     My friends are ... at mathematics but I am very ... at English 

     A)good/good       B) well/good     C) well/well   

     D) good/well       E) bad/well 

 

    98.Choose the incorrect  sentence 

    A) The trousers doesn’t fit me 

    B) I am going to buy a new pair of pyjamas 

    C) My scissors aren’t sharp enough 

    D) The news wasn’t as bad as we expected 

    E) The police want to interview the two men 

 

    99.Choose the correct  form 

-What ... ? 

-I am an economist. 

          A) do you do           B) did you do    C) are you do 

D) are you doing     E) does he do     

 

100.How much ... in the window? 

A) are these trousers 

B) are this trousers 

C) is that trousers 



D) is these trousers 

E) is those trousers 

 

101.Complete the sentence 

Our students will enter the university they want because they never ... . 

A)put their homework off     

B) prepare homework 

C) study much 

D) come to school ready for the lessons 

E) get good marks 

 

102.Choose the correct  variant 

A number of students ... absent today. 

A)are     B) have    C) is    D) was    E) has 

 

          103.Choose the correct  variant 

          1. The places of interest of  Turkey is marvelous 

          2. The broken glasses was lying on the table 

          3. A hundred dollars  isn’t  a high salary 

          4. The five days’ trip was excellent for him 

          A) 3,4    B) 1,2    C) 1,3    D) 2,4    E) 1,4 

 

         104.Choose the incorrect  variant 

         A) A person who steal things is a thief 

         B) I ate a piece of bread 

         C) He was given a thousand dollars 

         D) Only a few students came in 

         E) Smoking is harmful 

 

       105.Choose the correct sentence 

        A) The Philippines consists of a lot of islands 

        B) A cat and a mouse isn’t friends 

        C) The United Nations have its headquarter in New York 

        D) Math lessons is very easy for our students 

        E) Her niece are five years old 

 

       106.Choose the correct sentence 

        A) Printing health warnings is our main duty 

        B) Table 3 show the results 

        C) The icy conditions makes road travel dangerous 

        D) How much are this pair of trainers? 

        E) Wealth aren’t as important as health 

 

       107.Choose the correct  variant 

        These books on the shelf ... very valuable to me. 

        1. is      2.are      3.was     4.were 

        A) 2,4       B) 3,4     C) 2,3    D) 1,2     E) 1,4 

 

        108.Choose the correct variant 

         It ... easy to see why the student exchanges ... so important. 

         A) is,are    B) are,are    C) aren’t,is     D) isn’t,is    E) are,is 

 



        109.Match the words to their definitions 

        1. to lay       2. to raise      3. to drop 

         a. to fall something by accident 

         b. to put something in a certain position 

         c. to lift something to a higher level 

         A) 1-b, 2-c, 3-a     B) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a    C) 1-b, 2-a, 3-c 

         D) 1-a, 2-b, 3-c     E) 1-c, 2-a, 3-b 

 

         110.Match the words to their definitions 

         1. beef         2.honey        3. leather 

          a. the meat that comes from a cow 

          b. animal skin used to make shoes, bags etc. 

          c. a sweet substance made by bees 

          A) 1-a, 2-c, 3-b     B) 1-b, 2-a, 3-c    C) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a     

          D) 1-a, 2-b, 3-c     E) 1-c, 2-a, 3-b 

 

         111.Match the words to their definitions 

         1. quiet        2. thirsty       3. wealthy 

          a. needing to drink      b. rich        c. making very little noise 

          A) 1-c, 2-a, 3-b     B) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a     C) 1-b, 2-a, 3-c     

          D) 1-a, 2-b, 3-c     E) 1-a, 2-c, 3-b 

 

          112.Choose the correct translation 

           We must protect our planet from pollution. 

A)Biz planetimizi çirklənmədən qorumalıyıq 

B) Biz planetimizi çirklənmədən qoruduq 

C) Biz planetimizi çirklənmədən qoruyuruq 

D) Biz planetimizi çirklənmədən qoruyacağıq 

E) Biz planetimizi düşmənlərdən qoruyuruq 

 

113. Choose the correct translation 

Money is not everything in life. 

A) Pul həyatda hər şey deyil 

B) Pul həyatımızda hər şey deyil 

C) Pul həyatda önəmli şey deyil 

D) Pul həyatda çox şey deyil 

E) Pul həyatda önəmli şeydir 

 

114. Choose the correct translation 

Otaqda çoxlu şagirdlər var idi. 

A) There were a lot of students in the room 

B) There was a lot of students in the room 

C) There were a lot of student in the room 

D) There are  a lot of students in the room 

E) There is a lot of students in the room 

 

115.Choose the correct translation 

Martin left for London two days ago. 

A) Martin iki gün əvvəl Londonu tərk etdi 

B) Martin iki gün əvvəl Londona getdi 

C) Martin iki gün əvvəl Londondan getdi 

D) Martin iki gün əvvəl Londonu tərk edib 



E) Martin iki günlüyə  Londona getdi 

 

116.Choose the correct translation 

Ali is a well dressed, diligent young man. 

A) Əli yaxşı geyimli, çalışqan bir gəncdir 

B) Əli yaxşı geydirilmiş, mədəni bir gəncdir 

C) Əli dəblə geyən, ağıllı gənc kişidir 

D) Əli geyimli-kecimli, mehriban bir gəncdir 

E) Əli yaxşı geyməyi xoşlayan gəncdir 

 

117.Choose the correct translation 

We’ll soon be at home. 

A) Biz tezliklə evdə olacağıq 

B) Biz tezliklə ev sahibi olacağıq 

C) Biz tezliklə evdə alacağıq 

D) Biz tezliklə evə qayıdacağıq 

E) Biz tezliklə evli olacağıq 

 

118.Choose the correct word 

I look up the word in … if I don’t know the meaning of any word. 

A)a dictionary     B) a composition    C) a notebook 

D) a diary       E) a dictation 

 

119.Choose the correct word 

           A ... is a person who treats a person’s teeth. 

A) dentist     B) carpenter    C) surgeon     D) master     E) doctor 

 

120.Choose the correct word 

A: It’s dark. 

B: Can you ... the light? 

A)switch on    B) take off    C) go on    D) put on    E) switch off 

 

          121.Choose the correct word 

           ... is a feeling of happiness and enjoyment. 

A)pleasure     B) trouble    C) sorrow    D) pity    E) sadness 

 

          122.Choose the correct word 

           Unemployed people have no ... . 

A)job     B) car     C) house    D) mother    E) passport 

 

          123.Choose the correct word 

           I don’t like cabbage ... . 

A)soup     B) soap    C) soul    D) soft    E) soil 

 

          124.Choose the correct word 

           What would you like for the main ...  

A)course     B) plates    C) dinner    D) plate    E) dish 

 

          125.Choose the correct word 

           We are very ... about the damage to your car. 

           A)sorry    B) happy    C) joyful    D) glad     E) satisfied 

 



          126.Choose the correct word 

           Do you usually buy ... from this baker’s? 

A)bread    B) medicine   C) meat    D) melon    E) milk  

 

          127.Choose the correct word 

           We usually have four ... a day. 

A)meals    B) meat     C) meal     D) rooms     E) bread 

 

           128.Choose the correct logical ending 

            When you disagree with somebody you say: 

            “...”  

A)I’m against it     B) sure     C) I think so    

D) certainly     E) That’s right 

 

          129.Choose the correct logical ending 

           She was hungry,but she couldn’t buy anything ...  

A)because she didn’t have  any money 

B) because she had a lot of money 

C) because she had a lot of time 

D) so she was pleased 

E) though she was busy 

 

130.Choose the correct variant 

We say  “See you soon”  while we are ...  

1. parting     2. meeting    3. greeting    4. leaving 

A)1,4     B) 2,3     C) 3,4     D) 1,3    E) 2,4 

 

          131.Choose the correct variant 

          - Where does she come from? 

          - ... 

          A) She’s from America 

          B) She lives in America too 

          C) She’s an engineer 

          D) She comes to America 

          E) She goes to America 

 

          132.Complete the dialogue 

           - I cannot come. I’ll have an English exam tomorrow. 

           A) Ok! Good luck! 

           B) Enjoy yourself! 

           C) Congratulations! 

           D) Here you are! 

           E) Help yourself! 

 

         133.Choose the correct logical ending 

         Mr. Brown put on his coat and ... . 

A)went to the seaside 

B) had a shower 

C) slept 

D) went to bed 

E) does his morning exercises 

 



134.Choose the compound nouns 

1.headache    2.actress    3.football    4.librarian   5.landlady 

A)1,3,5    B)1,2,3    C)2,3,4    D)1,2,4   E)3,4,5 

 

135.Choose the compound nouns 

A)seaside, schoolgirl, oak-tree      B)underground, fire-place, freedom 

C)stepmother, childhood, note-book    D)sister-in-law, German, sportsman 

E)car-driver, apple-tree, happiness 

 

136.Choose the sentence with the noun in the Genetive Case 

A)My friend’s father is an agronomist    B)This story’s very difficult for me 

C)This book’s been published this year 

D)My friend’s going to become an actor 

E)My brother’s got a letter from his pen-friend 

 

137.Choose the correct noun 

They want to be ... and watch the borders of our Motherland. 

A)soldiers   B)teachers   C)engineers   D)trainers   E)painters 

 

138.Choose the words-vegetables 

1.cotton   2.cucumber   3.wool   4.pepper   5.park   6.garden   7.cabbage 

A)2,4,7    B)1,2,4   C)2,4,6    D)3,4,5    E)5,6,7 

 

139.Choose the correct article 

It was ... nice brown coat for ... boy of fifteen. 

A)a,a     B)a,the     C)the,the     D)a,-    E)-,a 

 

140.Choose the correct article 

I am not … journalist, I am just … ordinary reader. 

A)a,an     B) a,a    C)-,an    D)an,-    E)an,an 

 

141.Choose the correct article 

There was ... time for .. cup of tea. 

A)-,a     B)a,a     C)-,-    D)an,a     E)an,an 

 

142.Choose the correct article 

Is it ... apple or ... apricot? 

A)an,an          B)a,an     C)a,a     D)-,an     E)an,- 

 

143.Choose the correct article 

Is she ... teacher or ... doctor? 

A)a,a     B)a,an        C)an,an     D)a,-    E)an,a 

 

144.Choose the correct article 

Father bought  ... interesting book and ... note-books for me yesterday. 

A)an,-     B)-,an    C)an,a     D)a,a    E)a,an 

 

145.Choose the correct article 

He is ... old man with ... white hair. 

A)an,-    B)a,a     C)the,the     D)a,-    E)an,a 

 

146.Choose the correct article 



Little Linda was ... small girl with ... kind eyes and ... thin nose. 

A)a,-,a     B)a,a,the     C)a,-,-    D) an,a,a      E) an,an,- 

 

147.Choose the correct article 

Is she ... engineer or ... factory worker? 

A)an,a     B)an,an     C) a,a     D)the,the     E) a,- 

 

148.Choose the correct article 

... people who sent me ... invitation are my old friends. 

A)-,an     B)-,an    C)a,a     D)a,an     E)an,a 

 

149.Choose the correct article 

To give ... advice is easier than to follow it. May I give you ... piece of ... advice? 

A)-,a,-    B)a,-,a     C)-,-,-     D)a,a,-     E)a,an,a 

 

150.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

They decided to go to Batumi by plane. 

A)by air    B)by water     C)by bus    D)by train    E)by sea 

 

151.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

He was a young clever man. 

A)wise    B)nice    C)excellent    D)hard-working    E)careless 

 

152.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

People like to wear white dresses in summer. 

A)to put on    B)to do    C)to make    D)to take off    E)to saw 

 

153.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

Gara Garayev was a famous composer. 

A)well-known    B)respected   C)wonderful    D)pleasant   E)clever 

 

154.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

It is incorrect to say that he had no talent. 

A)wrong     B)right    C)correct    D)useful    E)necessary 

 

155.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

It happened ten years ago on a winter day. 

A)took place    B)began    C)disappeared     D)started    E)appeared 

 

156.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

My son wants to be a sailor. 

A)to become    B)to look    C)to have    D)to go    E)to learn 

 

157.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

I noticed that they were looking at us. 

A)saw    B)decided    C)was sure    D)felt   E)thought 

 

158.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

We study contemporary Azerbaijan literature. 

A)modern    B)old    C)ancient    D)native   E)outstanding 

 

159.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 



Please return the book as soon as possible. 

A)give back    B)get    C)discuss    D)translate    E)send 

 

160.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

I hate people who interrupt me when I speak. 

A)dislike    B)like    C)am fond of    D)know    E)respect 

 

161.Choose the synonym of the underlined word 

The old lady liked to have young cheerful people around. 

A)merry    B)gloomy    C)talkative    D)sad     E)beautiful 

 

162.Choose the correct word 

I feel very well because I went to bed very early... . 

A)last night      B)every night    C)this morning    

D)tomorrow     D)in the night 

 

163.Choose the correct word 

The last book of this author is very good. I ... it to you. 

A)recommend    B)refuse    C)ask    D)apologise    E)get 

 

164.Choose the correct word 

People come to me when they are ill or I go to their places. I help them. What am I? 

A)a doctor   B)a farmer   C)an engineer   D)a teacher    E)a painter 

 

165.Choose the correct word 

She was so quiet that her ... was hardly noticed. 

A)presence    B)sight    C)attention    D)silence    E)politeness 

 

166.Choose the correct word 

The grass is very long. It needs... . 

A)cutting     B)sweeping    C)cleaning    D)growing    E)watering 

 

167.Make up sentence 

1.does    2.know    3.Marry    4.how well    5.English 

A)4,1,3,2,5    B)1,3,2,5,4    C)4,3,1,5,2    D)4,5,1,3,2    E)1,3,2,4,5 

 

168.Make up sentence 

1.Huseyn Javid     2.a     3.is    4.famous    5.playwright    6.and 

7.poet     8.Azerbaijan 

A)1,3,2,4,8,5,6,7     B)1,2,4,8,5,6,7,3    C)3,1,2,4,5,6,7,8 

D)1,2,8,5,6,7,3,4     E)1,3,2,4,5,6,7,8 

 

169.Make up sentence 

1.wrote   2.Mark Twain   3.a lot of   4.novels   5.and   6.stories  7.short 

A)2,1,3,4,5,7,6     B)3,6,5,7,4,2,1    C)3,7,6,5,4,1,2    

D)3,7,6,5,4,2,1     E)2,1,4,5,3,6,7 

 

170.Make up sentence 

1.as soon as    2.me up    3.return   4.to the hotel   5.ring   6.you 

A)5,2,1,6,3,4      B)5,4,1,6,3,2     C)6,5,1,3,4,2   

           D)5,2,4,1,3,6      E)6,3,4,1,5,2 

 



         171.Make up sentence 

         1.forests and woods    2.when   3.are filled    4.spring    5.of the birds 

         6.with the songs     7.comes 

         A)1,3,6,5,2,4,7      B)2,7,4,1,3,5,6     C)1,6,5,3,2,7,4 

         D)4,7,2,1,3,6,5      E)2,4,7,1,3,5,6 

 

         172.Make up sentence 

         1.they     2.let her     3.away     4.go     5.without      6.goodbye 

         7.saying     8.couldn’t 

         A)1,8,2,4,3,5,7,6       B)2,4,3,5,7,6,1,8     C)4,3,5,7,6,1,8,2 

         D)1,2,4,3,5,7,6,8       E)5,7,6,8,1,2,4,3 

 

         173.Make up sentence 

         1.your    2.want    3.to become   4.do    5.you   6.parents    7.what 

         A)7,4,1,6,2,5,3     B)4,1,6,2,7,5,3    C)4,5,2,1,6,7,3 

         D)7,4,5,2,3,1,6     E)7,1,6,4,5,2,3 

 

         174.Make up sentence 

         1.the letter     2.the boy     3.had to read     4.twice    5.understood it 

         6.before     7.he 

         A)2,3,1,4,6,7,5     B)1,3,4,5,2,6,7    C)2,5,6,7,4,1,3 

         D)6,1,3,4,2,7,5     E)6,7,3,1,4,2,5 

 

         175.Make up sentence 

         1.is famous    2.Baki    3.for    4.the world    5.in    6.oil    7.its 

         A)2,1,3,7,6,5,4     B)4,1,3,2,5,7,6    C)4,1,3,7,6,5,2 

         D)2,1,3,4,5,7,6     E)7,6,1,5,4,3,2 

 

         176.Choose the correct translation 

         Heç kəs müəllimin sualına cavab verə bilmədi. 

         A)nobody could answer the teacher’s question 

         B)somebody could not answer the teacher’s question 

         C)anybody could not answer the teacher’s question 

         D)nobody couldn’t answer the teacher’s question 

         E)no one could answer the teachers’s question 

 

        177.Choose the correct translation 

        O, tərcüməni çətinlik çəkmədən etdi. 

       A)he did the translation without any difficulties 

       B)he had translated the article without any difficulty 

       C)he made the translation without any difficulties 

       D)he has made the translation without any difficulty 

       E)he did the translation without no difficulties 

 

      178.Choose the correct translation 

      Onun üçün evdə tək qalmaq çətin idi. 

      A)It was difficult for him to stay at home alone 

      B)it was difficult to stay at home alone for him 

      C)it was difficult for him to stay at home lonely 

      D)it was difficult for him staying at home alone 

      E)to stay at home for him lonely was difficult 

 



      179.Choose the correct translation 

      Qoy mən sizə maraqlı bir hekayə danışım. 

      A)let me tell you an interesting story             B)let me tell you interesting story 

      C)let me tell to you an interesting story         D)let I tell you an interesting story 

      E)let me to tell you an interesting story 

 

      180.Choose the correct translation 

      Şagirdlər mətni asanlıqla tərcümə edə bilərlər. 

      A)the pupils can translate the text easily 

      B)the pupils are able translate the text easily 

      C)the pupils could translate the text easily 

      D)the pupils can to translate the text easily 

      E)the pupils can translate the text easier 

 

      181. Choose the correct tense form. 

      That girl … seven  ice-creams every day. 

      A) eats    B) eat    C) shall eat     D) has eaten     E) have eaten 

 

      182. Choose the correct word 

      London is the … of Great Britain. 

      A)capital     B)country    C)town    D)city    E)village 

 

      183. Choose the correct tense form 

      Wars never ... happiness to anyone. 

      A)bring    B)brings    C)bringing    D)has brought    E)to bring 

 

     184. Choose the correct pronoun 

     … is a very honest man. 

     A)he     B)his     C)she     D)him      E)himself 

 

    185. Choose the correct variant 

    My telephone number ... 333 56 76 

    A)is    B)be    C)have got    D)will are    E)are 

 

    186. Choose the correct translation 

     Everybody was ready for the lesson. 

     A)Hamı dərsə hazır idi      B)Hamı hazır idi    C)Heçkim dərsə hazır deyildi 

     D)Hamı dərsə gəlmişdi      E)O dərsə hazır idi 

  

    187. Choose the correct tense form 

    Everybody ... football now. 

    A)likes    B)like    C)liked    D)shall like    E)is liking 

 

    188. Choose the correct variant 

    ... they have an old car? 

    A)do    B)does     C)are     D)have     E)is 

 

    189. Choose the correct variant 

    Everyone ... in the room now. 

     A)is    B)do    C)does    D)was    E)did 

 



    190. Choose the correct tense form 

    A magnet ... iron. 

    A) attracts     B) will attract     C) attracting    D) attract    E) is attracting 

 

   191. Choose the correct word 

   The Sahara ... covers  over nine million square kilometres. 

   A)desert    B) deserts     C) mountain     D) dessert     E)hills 

 

   192. Choose the correct word 

   My brother's and sister's son is my ...  . 

   A)nephew     B) cousin    C) mother-in-law     D) niece     E)relatives 

 

  193. Choose the correct word 

  Baku is on the ... of the Caspian Sea. 

  A)shore    B) beach     C) seaside     D) bank     E)banks    

 

  194. Choose the correct word. 

   We usually have four … a day. 

   A)meals     B) meal     C) rooms     D) meat     E) bread 

 

  195. Choose the correct modal verb 

  My grandmother … walk without any help last night. 

  A)was able to    B) can     C) could     D) have to     E) should 

 

  196. Choose the correct variant 

   My mouse … white, but his mice … grey. 

   A)is/ are     B) is/ is     C) are/ are      D) are/ is     E) -/ are 

 

   197. Choose the correct variant 

   Ali and I … good neighbours. 

   A)are    B) is     C) –     D) be     E) am 

 

  198. Choose the correct variant 

  My sister cries when she … hungry. 

  A)is    B) isn’t     C) am      D) -      E) to be 

 

  199. Choose the correct variant 

  June, July and August … summer months. 

  A)are     B) is     C) am     D) -     E) to be 

 

  200. Choose the correct variant 

 … you doctors? – Yes, … … . 

A)are/ we are    B) are/ they are     C) is/ she is    D) do/ we do    E) are/ I am 

 

201. Choose the correct variant 

 … she want to go out with her friends? 

A)does     B)are     C)have     D)do     E)is 

 

202. Choose the correct variant 

A)does he read a book?      B)do he read a book?      C)is he read a book? 



D)did he reads a book?       E)has he reads a book? 

 

203. Choose the correct tense form 

Every morning they … to see their relatives . 

A)go    B) went     C) has gone     D) goes     E) have gone 

 

204. Choose the correct variant 

… you have any questions? 

A)do    B)does    C)are    D)were    E)was 

 

205. Choose the correct variant 

Our classes … at 9 o’clock. 

A)begin    B)begins    C)to begin    D)begun    E)beginning 

 

206. Choose the correct tense form 

She … the dishes every day. 

A)washes    B)wash    C)washing    D)have washed    E)was washed 

 

207. Choose the correct variant 

He … a first year student. 

A)is     B)has     C)am     D)were     E)are 

 

208. Choose the correct variant 

… straight in class! 

A)sit     B)to sit     C)sat    D)sitting     E)is sitting 

 

209. Choose the correct variant 

We don’t … to school on Sundays. 

A)go     B)to go     C)gone     D)goes     E)going 

 

210. Choose the correct variant 

The text … interesting and long. 

A)is      B)are        C)has      D)had       E)have 

 

211. Choose the correct variant 

Would she like … to the moon? 

A)to go      B)goes     C)went     D)go     E)going 

   

212. Choose the correct variant 

Ali …his coat because it was snowing. 

A)put on    B)puts on    C)take on    D)takes on    E)took on 

 

213. Choose the correct variant 

She can … German and Italian. 

A)speak    B)speaks    C)spoke    D)speaking    E)to speak 

 

214. Choose the correct variant 

She is good at … . 

A)swimming     B)to swim    C)swims    D)swim    E)is swimming 

 

215. Choose the correct variant 

He never … by plane. 



A)travels     B)is travelling     C)travelling     D)to travel     E)travel 

 

 

  


